Highlights from our June 2022 Delegation
After a 2½-year absence, we were thrilled to reunite with our friends in Santa María Tzejá in June!
Here are some notable moments from our trip.

Welcome! After a 3-day journey by plane and bus, we arrived in Santa María Tzejá full of anticipation and joy,
with broad smiles and even an emotional tear or two. Amidst cheers, greetings, and applause, community
members led us across the entry bridge, under a beautiful natural archway made of palm fronds and flowers, into
the community center where children performed songs and dances of welcome.

A Joyous Welcome into Santa María Tzejá

Nature: We visited the community’s brand-new recreational park that features a soccer field, space for cookouts,
and a swimming area on the woody banks of the Pajuil River.
Education: Current scholarship recipients pursuing high school and college degrees joined us for lunch on Sunday
and shared their challenges, achievements, and dreams. This year, in addition to students working toward
traditional high school degrees, one recipient is pursuing a technical degree to become an electrician, and
another student, whose education had been interrupted, is enrolled in an accelerated high school program for
adult learners.

Lunch and Meeting with Needham Scholarship Students
Development: We toured the well-constructed, open-air farmers’ market, due to be inaugurated next month,
which will feature local products and services.

New Marketplace Structure Nearly Complete
Economy: We learned about the community’s successful savings and loans cooperative, which provides an
effective financial alternative for people typically excluded from the national banking system.

Leadership: After 20 years of leading
delegations, this was Brenda Metzler’s
final trip as coordinator. Community
members and delegates honored her
dedication and service through heartfelt
expressions of gratitude, pictures of her
involvement since 1993, an entertaining
skit, and a beautiful, personalized
weaving. We will miss Brenda’s
conscientious and skillful leadership on
delegations but are gratified that she will
continue to participate actively in the
Guatemala Partnership.
Family viewing 35th Anniversary Historical
Photo Exhibit (1987-2022)

Community: We honored the 35th anniversary of the partnership by displaying banners from earlier
anniversaries, showing the Needham Channel documentary about Kay and Clark Taylor, and exhibiting photos
that span from the partnership’s beginning in 1987 to the present day. The banners and photo spread revealed
a multitude of changes in Santa María over the last few decades, particularly in the schools and houses, while
highlighting the profound and enduring connections between our two communities.

20th Anniversary Banner Given to Needham in 2007

Middle School Students Performing Traditional Dance at the Send-Off

